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Abstract 

Eastern Conquest is a casual action strategy game in which the player takes the role of a 

Mongolian leader and leads an army against an enemy nation. The traditional warfare tactics of 

the Mongols; surrounding an enemy and shooting them with arrows, are adapted to the game by 

having the player move their units around the enemy while keeping them within firing distance 

and simultaneously keeping them from contact with enemy troops. The main reason for this is 

that the enemy troops are in general stronger in melee combat, but in most cases lack ranged 

attacks. The game is divided into levels where the goal is to defeat all the enemy units on the 

level in order to advance. The balance between the number of friendly units the player gets and 

the number of enemy units they face is altered as the player wins more levels in order to make 

each subsequent level more difficult. As the player progresses throughout the game, they unlock 

new troop types and face stronger enemy types.   
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Eastern Conquest: An Android Game 

1. Problem Statement 

1.1 Description 

The goal of the project was to develop a Real-Time Strategy game for Android devices. 

In the game, the player controls an army of horsemen (think Mongol horse archers) who fight an 

enemy force of primarily infantry. Each level has the player’s army fight against an increasingly 

tougher enemy army. The player has to destroy all of the enemy units on the map in order to 

advance to the next level. If the player loses all their units on the level, the game is over. The 

player’s army consists of fast units with ranged attacks. However, they are weak in melee 

combat, which enemy units are strong in, so they must avoid contact with enemy units. The 

enemy units are slower though and can be avoided if careful. The player should maneuver their 

units to stay out of reach of the enemy troops and chip away at the enemy army until it is no 

more. However, in the later levels, there are more enemy units on the field and the player has 

more units to create more for the player to watch and make it more likely that they will make a 

mistake. 

1.2 Solution 

The problem was to design a game around this context. The solution is to run the game 

on the AndEngine - a free 2D open source graphics engine for Android devices. The AndEngine 

has many built in calculations and rendering capabilities that allowed us to concentrate more on 

writing game logic than boilerplate coding and writing a better game within the Senior Design 

project timeline.  Another problem was to create the game art assets. We did not have much 

experience in creating art, so one challenge was to find someone who can create the artwork for 
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the game. An artist was selected through the website freelancer.com where a description of the 

project was posted and the requirements for the art assets were designed. There were probably 

about a dozen artists who bid on the project and an artist was selected that was believed to be the 

best based upon his portfolio and past experience. The artist was given a set of PNG images that 

was imported into a tool in order to create the sprite sheets (See Figure 9). During the 

prototyping, there were free graphics used from the AndEngine site and 

http://www.reinerstilesets.de/.  

1.3 Constraints 

One constraint was that the AndEngine could not run in the Emulator and therefore it had 

to be tested with a phone. Another constraint was that because the game was using AndEngine, 

which was specifically built for Android devices, this game won’t work for IPhone. Another 

constraint was that our graphics should scale well since there were many different screen 

resolutions between phones and tablets. 

1.4 Features 

The game featured many playable levels on which the player had to defeat an 

increasingly tougher set of enemy units. As the player advanced in level, they could recruit 

stronger units, but they faced tougher enemy units. The game used 2D sprite animation where 

each unit had its own sprite and animations for each action: attack, getting hit, dying, and 

movement. The player’s high score was saved for each session encouraging replay to attempt to 

best their previous high score. The game provided new players with a set of tutorials to help 

them learn the game and provided the player with the ability to save progress on a level and 

resume it again later. General graphics, such as adjusting sound and graphics quality, were also 

made available. 
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1.5 User Profile 

The users of the project are people who continue to play Android games. The users have 

experienced with using the touch screen and menu options on the Android phone. Navigation 

may be different. Other strategy games on the Android have the user “tap” to select a friendly 

unit and “tap” on an enemy unit to attack. Sometimes a double tap is used to confirm an action. 

In our cases, it was designed it to select the friendly unit by touch and then dragging to the 

enemy unit. The command to attack is made when the player removes their finger while over an 

enemy unit. One example of a task the user will have to do is attack an enemy unit. Other 

examples are moving their units around the level and retreating from attacking enemy units. This 

was designed to be done using the touch screen so it would depend on how familiar the user is 

with touch screen navigation. A tutorial is included to help the user learn the controls. The 

frequency of use will be whenever the user has downtime and feels like playing a game. The Key 

Interface Design Requirements that the Profile Suggests are: there is a Help menu option with a 

tutorial to help the user learn game play concepts. Also a line is drawn when the user moves a 

unit to the intended destination so the user knows where the unit is going. The graphical features 

of the game include level background textures and animated 2D graphics for all unit types. Each 

unit has a unique look and its own set of animations. 
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2. Design Protocols 

2.1 Screen Flow 

 
 

Figure 1: Screen Flow 
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2.2 Use Case Diagram 

 

Figure 2: Use Case Diagram 
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2.3 Class Diagram 
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-pathModifier
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+setMoveModifier()

-moveModifier

EnemyUnit

+Move()

+isDead() : bool

+setDead()
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+mergePoints()

+createLine()

+removePath()
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+onCreateResources()
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+onSceneTouchEvent() : bool

+onUpdate()
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Figure 3: Class Diagram 
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2.4 Example Screens 

 

Figure 4: Moving a Unit 

Figure 4: The units outlined in red are the enemy units, the units outlined in blue are the player’s 

units. The score in the top right is outlined in orange. The white line coming from the player’s 

unit in the center indicates the path that that unit will be travelling. The player will tap a unit 

with their finger and then draw out a path which the unit will follow. A white line will indicate 

where the unit is going. 

 

 

Figure 5: Player targeting enemy Unit 

Figure 5: This is done when the player draws the line to an enemy unit and releases their finger 

over the enemy unit. At this point the line will change to red to indicate where the player is 

moving to get into firing position and green in order to indicate the direction which the player 

will be firing. Note that the player unit will stop moving once it reaches the end of the red line. 

Note that if the player’s unit does not have a ranged attack there will be no green line and the 

red line will terminate at the enemies position. 
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Figure 6: You win message 

Figure 6: When the player wins a window is popped up showing a “You Win” message and their 

score for the level. The score will be calculated based on several factors. Number of enemy units 

killed, number of friendly units remaining, hit points of remaining friendly units, time taken to 

complete the level. 
 

3. Deliverables 

3.1 Graphics 

An artist was contracted from freelancer.com to create the artwork for our game. He 

created the sprites/animations and backgrounds. There are several different unit types that have 

all the animations described below. 

 Movement Animations for each unit type: Each unit type has animations to move in 

eight different directions: NW, N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W. 

 Attack Animations for each unit type: Each unit type has an attack animation for each 

of the eight directions described above. 

 Content-specific animations: Each unit type has a “being hit” animation, and a death 

animation for each of the eight directions described above. 
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 Draw lines mapping movement: When the player selects a character a line is drawn as 

they draw the characters movement path in order to show the path. The line is erased as 

the character moves along the path. 

3.2 Scoring 

After events, such as killing enemies and winning levels, the players score increases. 

Also if the player wins the level fast they get a bonus. 

 Display the score: Score is displayed on the top right corner. 

 Track the high score: Score is stored in the SQL lite database. The high score is the 

highest score the player has obtained in a single game and is updated when the player 

obtains a higher score. 

3.3 Level 

 Save user progress: The current level data is saved in the database. Data includes 

Friendly and Enemy unit positions, hitpoints, score, and number of characters remaining, 

level number. 

 Load next level when user wins: When all the enemy units are killed, the next level is 

loaded. The algorithm was designed to adjust the number of friendly units and enemy 

units. It was made to be more difficult by speeding up enemy units and giving more hit 

points. 

3.4 User Interface 

 Tutorials: The tutorials are made to teach the player how to play the game. 

 General Options: The player can adjust game graphics and sound options. 

3.5 Additional Features 

 User customization of unit types: Users can change the colors of the sprites. 
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4. Project Planning 

4.1 Project Cost 

 
Budgeted Cost Actual Cost

Software 0 0

Eclipse 0 0

Android SDK 0 0

Android Plugin 0 0

AndEngine 0 0

GIMP 0 0

Android Market Licenses 25 25

Hardware

HTC ThunderBolt 0 (Owned) 0

Samsung Galaxy S (Owned) 0 (Owned) 0

Android Tablets

Graphics

Sprites and Animations 890 890

Backgrounds 0 0

 

Figure 7: Budget 

4.2 Timeline 

The prototype had a playable level with a few types of Friendly/Enemy units to 

demonstrate to the class. Free art was found to use for the graphics. In the final product, there 

were multiple Friendly/Enemy unit types and professionally designed and animated graphics. 

There is also a level generator so that there are an endless potential number of levels the player 

could play. A system which tracks user high scores was created. To help users learn the game, 

the tutorials were also created. There is a menu system to allow the user to adjust Sound, 

Graphics, etc. and to Save/Load or Pause the game. 
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Conclusion 
 

Figure 8: Time Line 

5. Technical Elements 

5.1 Software 

The game was written in the Java programming language and used the AndEngine, which 

is an open source 2D graphics engine developed specifically for Android Devices (4, AndEngine 

blog.) The AndEngine was chosen as it has built in methods for most of the graphics rendering 

and handling event updates and allows us to concentrate on writing the game logic. 
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5.2 Hardware 

Two phones were used, the HTC Thunderbolt and the Samsung Galaxy S as test phones. 

Development PCs were our personal laptop computers. 

5.3 Graphics 

The graphics were created as 3D models by the artist. The AndEngine could not render 

3D graphics so the animations output was put into frames captured as PNG images.  A tool 

called GaleBrowser Free Edition was used in order to combine each animation frame into a 

sprite sheet (Figure 9). The AndEngine had built in methods in order to load images and run 

animations which were incorporated into the game logic. The sprite sheet shown below 

contained each animation frame for character movements, getting hit attacking, and death. The 

character could do each of these actions in eight different directions, so there was an animation 

for each direction. 

 

Figure 9: An example sprite sheet 

5.4 Testing 

 The game was tested on both of the Samsung Galaxy S and HTC Thunderbolt. A 

multitude of test cases were created to execute in order to test the functionality the game. The 
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game was tested by moving the unit around and determined that a line was drawn indicating 

where the unit would be moved to. It was also tested that the unit moved to the correct location. 

If the movement destination was over an enemy the line would turn red to indicate the unit was 

moving to attack the enemy. If the unit type was the lancer the line would turn yellow to indicate 

the unit was executing its special charging attack.  

 The tests were executed in order to make sure the game was playing the proper animation 

for each context. When a unit died, the game should play the death animations. When a unit was 

attacked, it should play the getting hit animation. When a unit was attacking it should play the 

attack animation. When a unit was moving, it should play the running animation.   

5.5 Recommendations 

In order to test the Android game, Beta Testing services such as 

http://thebetafamily.com/, will be used and will post our software package file for download on 

the Android Forums. The game will be submitted to Google Android Market as a Beta version in 

the near future and it will also be given to the classmates to be tested. The multiplayer and social 

networking features will be added as well. 

6. Conclusion 

Eastern Conquest is a game developed for Android devices. This game is designed for the 

player to use the touch screen in order to direct a small army of units to do battle with AI 

controlled enemy units on many different levels. Player units are quick and have ranged attacks 

so the object is to keep their units within firing range of the enemy units, but out of direct close 

combat because the enemy units have more hit points and will usually win. When all the enemy 

units are defeated, the player advances to the next level and, if all the player units are defeated, 

the player loses. In accord with our original goals, we have developed a beta of this game. 

http://thebetafamily.com/
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